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We study the coverage dependence of surface diffusion coefficients for a strongly interacting adsorption
system O/W~110! via Monte Carlo simulations of a lattice-gas model. In particular, we consider the nature and
emergence of memory effects as contained in the corresponding correlation factors in tracer and collective
diffusion. We show that memory effects can be very pronounced deep inside the ordered phases and in regions
close to first and second order phase transition boundaries. Particular attention is paid to the details of the time
dependence of memory effects. The memory effect in tracer diffusion is found to decay following a power law
after an initial transient period. This behavior persists until the hydrodynamic regime is reached, after which
the memory effect decays exponentially. The time required to reach the hydrodynamical regime and the related
exponential decay is strongly influenced by both the critical effects related to long-wavelength fluctuations and
the local order in the overlayer. We also analyze the influence of the memory effects on the effective diffusion
barriers extracted from the Arrhenius analysis. For tracer diffusion, we find that the contribution from memory
effects can be as large as 50% to the total barrier. For collective diffusion, the role of memory effects is in
general less pronounced.@S0163-1829~99!03011-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Surface diffusion plays a fundamental role in vario
physically and technologically important processes. Surf
growth under molecular beam epitaxy conditions1 and
chemical reactions2 are just two examples of situation
where single-particle motion as characterized by tra
diffusion3,4 is one of the most important underlying micro
scopic mechanisms. On the other hand, relaxation of surf
after growth or sputtering5 via mass transport can be chara
terized by collective diffusion.3,4 There is therefore an ob
vious desire to understand the basic principles that gov
diffusion. In the case of single-particle diffusion at very lo
coverages, significant progress has been made based o
croscopic approaches,4,6–11 while for finite coverages and
strong interactions much less has been achieved.

Perhaps the most commonly used theoretical approac
studying surface diffusion is the lattice-gas model.12,13

Within the lattice-gas model, diffusion of adsorbed partic
takes place via thermally activated jumps between disc
adsorption sites on a lattice. Despite its simplified nature,
lattice-gas model provides a reasonably good approxima
for many adsorption systems.5,13 However, this is true only if
the appropriate dynamical algorithm for the transition b
tween different system configurations is adopted.14 Within
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~11!/7697~11!/$15.00
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this approach, the tracer diffusion coefficientDT can be ex-
pressed formally as a product of the average single-par
transition rateG and the correlation factorf T , which ac-
counts for all thememory effectsarising from correlations
between consecutive displacements of a tag
particle.13,15,16The collective diffusion coefficientDC can be
similarly expressed as a product ofG and the correlation
factor f C accounting for the memory effects in the center-o
mass motion of the diffusing particles, and an additional c
tribution due to thermodynamic particle numb
fluctuations.13,15,16

Previous theoretical works for interacting adsorption s
tems have mainly focused on how the diffusion coefficie
DT andDC depend on thermodynamic conditions such as
presence of ordered phases and phase trans
boundaries.4,17–26Of special interest has been the behavior
the prefactor and the diffusion barrier extracted from
Arrhenius analysis of the temperature dependence of the
fusion coefficients.3,5,17,18,21,22,27–31However, the actualmi-
croscopic originsof the prefactor and the effective activatio
barrier are poorly understood. This is particularly true
regards the memory effects, all of which in the lattice-g
description are contained in the correlation factorsf T and
f C . In the case of single-particle diffusion, memory effec
arising from the substrate vibrations have been shown
7697 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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increase the Arrhenius barrier from its static~bare! value.32

In the case of many-particle diffusion in an interacting s
tem, where there is often no microscopic justification
Arrhenius behavior,33 this issue is obviously much mor
complicated.

The purpose of this work is to systematically consider
origin and implications of memory effects in different par
of the phase diagram of a strongly interacting model syst
A brief report of some of the results can be found in Ref.
We employ Monte Carlo simulations to study the covera
dependence of tracer and collective diffusion in a lattice-
model of O/W~110!.33,35 Using a formal decomposition o
the diffusion coefficients, we extract the contribution
memory effects from the data as contained in the correla
factors. We find very pronounced memory effects in orde
phases and close to first and second order phase trans
boundaries. The time to reach the hydrodynamical regi
where Fick’s laws are valid and where the diffusion coe
cients are therefore defined, is also found to depend stro
on the presence of ordered phases and critical fluctuati
The decay of memory effects is then studied in more deta
short and intermediate time scales by examining direct c
relations between successive jumps of a tagged particle.
ter an initial transient period but prior to the onset of t
hydrodynamic regime, we find strong evidence that
single-particle memory effect decays according to a po
law. At times beyond the onset of the hydrodynamic regim
our results are consistent with an exponential decay.

To make contact with previous studies and experime
we also analyze the temperature dependence of memor
fects using the conventional Arrhenius analysis. We find t
the effective diffusion barrierEA of tracer diffusion is
strongly influenced by memory effects at finite coverag
and low temperatures, where about 10–50 % ofEA arises
from temperature variations in the memory effects. It is o
the remaining part that is directly connected to therma
activated single-particle jumps as described by the ave
transition rateG. In the case of collective diffusion, th
memory contribution to the Arrhenius barrier is also impo
tant but less pronounced. Finally, we shall discuss our res
in light of the recent theoretical work36 and existing experi-
mental data for the system in question.37

II. LATTICE-GAS MODEL OF O/W „110…

In the lattice-gas model employed in this work, the inte
action parameters are chosen33,35 such that the resulting
phase diagram shown in Fig. 1 is in close agreement with
experimental observations38–40for the O/W~110! system. We
note that the theoretical phase diagram does not describ
the features of the real adsorption system with quantita
accuracy. However, the purpose of the present work is no
study the quantitative features of the O/W~110! system but
rather to study effects on the adatom dynamics arising fr
strong interactions and collective effects in general.

In a study of dynamical properties such as diffusion co
ficient, the specification of the interaction parameters in
lattice-gas Hamiltonian is not alone sufficient. The resu
also depend on the choice of transition probabilitieswi , f
from an initial statei with energyEi to a final statef with
energyEf .14 As explained in Ref. 33, in addition to the usu
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detailed balance condition,wi , f should facilitate a realistic
description of thermally activated jumps. Here we use
so-called transition dynamics algorithm~TDA! in which a
single-particle jump proceeds by two successive steps via
intermediate stateI with energy EI5D1(Ei1Ef)/2 such
that wi , f5wi ,IwI , f . The rates have a Metropolis formwj , j 8
5min†1,exp@2(Ej82Ej)/kBT#‡ and the quantityD.0 charac-
terizes the effect of the~bare! saddle point of the adiabati
substrate potential. The use of the TDA is supported by
cent molecular dynamics~MD! studies,41 where it was found
that the TDA is qualitatively consistent with the dynami
seen in a true microscopic model of a system consisting
interacting particles. Further details and additional referen
can be found in Ref. 33.

In the present study we will concentrate on the covera
dependence of the diffusion coefficientsDT and DC at two
different temperature regions belowTc , whereTc'710 K
is the critical temperature between the high temperature
ordered phase and the low temperaturep(231) ordered
phase aroundu50.5.38 These regions are characterized
the following features~see Fig. 1!.

~1! The first temperature region around 590 K is char
terized by a disordered phase~DO! at low coverages, from
which it crosses over to an orderedp(231) phase atu
50.35. At higher coverages, there is another transition to
orderedp(232) phase atu50.59, which in turn crosses
over to a disordered phase atu50.78. All these transitions
are continuous.

~2! In the second region around 465 K, there is again
disordered phase at very low coverages. At 0.12<u<0.45,
however, there is a coexistence phase of the DO and
p(231) phases as bounded by first order phase transi
boundaries. Thep(231) phase aroundu50.5 then crosses
continuously over to thep(232) phase atu50.63, which in

FIG. 1. A schematic phase diagram of the O/W~110! system in
the T-u plane. DO denotes the disordered region,p(231) and
p(232) denote the ordered phases, andCXi with i 51,2,3 are co-
existence phases. Configuration snapshots of ideal ordered ph
are also shown, the occupied and vacant adsorption sites bein
noted by filled and open circles, respectively. The temperature
gimes~1! and~2! @see Sec. II# studied in this work are shaded wit
gray. We stress that although the present phase diagram is
accurate than the one given in a previous work~Ref. 33!, it is still
schematic and therefore does not reproduce all features with q
titative accuracy.
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turn crosses continuously over to the disordered phaseu
50.81.

In both cases, we calculate all quantities of interest
three different temperatures centered around 590 K and
K, which allows a determination of the effective diffusio
barriers. The system size used is typically 30330, although
larger system sizes have also been used to study finite
effects around phase transition boundaries.

III. RESULTS FOR TRACER DIFFUSION

We first consider the motion of a single tagged particle
the presence of other particles as a function of the cove
u. For fixed coverage in the hydrodynamic regime, it is ch
acterized by the tracer diffusion coefficient3

DT5 lim
t→`

1

4Nt (
i 51

N

^urW i~ t !2rW i~0!u2&, ~1!

which accounts for all the diffusing particlesi 51, . . . ,N,
and is defined in terms of their positionsrW i(t) at timet. Note
that DT is actually a tensor quantity; for the purposes of t
present work we use a simple scalar notation. Then, wi
the lattice-gas description, a formally exact way of descr
ing the temperature and coverage dependent tracer diffu
coefficientDT(u,T) is to write it as13,15

DT~u,T!5
a2

4
G~u,T! f T~u,T!, ~2!

wherea is the jump length of individual~nearest neighbor!
jumps andG(u,T) is the average transition rate of suc
single-particle jumps. The termf T(u,T) is a correlation fac-
tor containingall memory effects~correlations not included
in G already!. The approximation wheref T[1 is called the
dynamical mean field~DMF! theory forDT .15,16The decom-
position in Eq. ~2! allows a convenient estimation of th
actual memory effects.

A. Overall behavior of DT

The tracer diffusion coefficientDT and the jump rateG
were numerically computed throughout the coverage rang
T5590 K, while in the lower temperature region arou
460 K only G was studied in detail. The high temperatu
results are shown in Fig. 2~a!. First, we note thatDT and the
DMF approximationa2G/4 are in good qualitative agree
ment. This implies that the overall behavior ofDT arises
mainly from the kinetic factorG. Similar results have bee
found in previous studies of some adsorpti
systems13,15,16,20 as well as for more complex models o
chainlike molecules.15,16

B. Coverage dependence off T

The difference betweenDT anda2G/4 in Fig. 2~a! shows
that memory effects are considerable in the ordered pha
and thus a precise evaluation off T(u,T) is necessary. This
function is very difficult to calculate analytically for an in
teracting system, and thus numerical simulations have u
ally been employed.20,42–45However, in the special case o
the Langmuir gas model,12 in which the only interaction be
t
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tween diffusing particles is the exclusion of double occ
pancy of lattice sites, the corresponding correlation fac
f T

L(u) can be analytically estimated in various lattic
geometries.46–52 For the Langmuir gas,G(u)5n(12u),
where n is the bare single-particle jump rate and (12u)
represents the blocking effect of occupied sites. The dec
position corresponding to Eq.~2! can now be written in the
form

DT~u!5
a2

4
n~12u! f T

L~u![DT
MF~u! f T

L~u!, ~3!

whereDT
MF(u)[a2n(12u)/4 is the mean-field tracer diffu

sion coefficient.
In the limit of T→` with double occupation~and desorp-

tion! excluded, any interacting lattice-gas system becom
equivalent to the Langmuir gas model withn(12u)
5G(u), which means thatf T(u,T→`)5 f T

L(u) in a given
geometry. This motivates the decomposition off T(u,T) into
the product of two contributions as f T(u,T)
[ f T

L(u) f T
int(u,T), the latter factorf T

int(u,T) arising fromdi-
rect interparticle interactions. To study memory effects d
to the direct interactions, we then computef T(u,T) numeri-
cally and separate the monotonously decaying Langmuir
f T

L(u) @with f T
L(0)51 and f T

L(1)'0.47# that has been accu
rately computed in previous works.13,46,48–50,52Results atT
5590 K shown in Fig. 2~b! reveal that indeed most of th
coverage dependence off T(u,T) comes from the memory
effects arising from the interparticle interactions. Further,

FIG. 2. ~a! Results for DT(u,T) ~circles! and a2G(u,T)/4
~squares! at T5590 K. ~b! Results for the tracer correlation facto
at T5590 K. Shown aref T(u,T) ~circles! as determined directly
from the MC simulations, the correlation factorf T

int(u,T) arising
from direct interparticle interactions~squares!, and the approximate
correlation factorf T

appr(u,T) ~triangles! based on Eq.~6!. The criti-
cal coverages of second order phase transition boundaries
shown with dashed lines. Error bars here and in the following
ures are smaller than the size of the symbols, if not separa
shown.
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agreement with related simulation work,20,42–45 we find
f T(u,T) to have a minimum around the ideal coverages
the ordered phases.

C. Directional correlations in single-particle jumps

Overall, the memory effect displayed in Fig. 2 has a te
dency to decrease the value ofDT . This suggests that th
memory effect in the present system is somehow relate
the well-known back-correlation mechanism, in which t
diffusing particle after its previous jump has a larger pro
ability to jump backwards than to the other directions. To s
whether this is really the case, we consider the correlati
between consecutive single-particle jumps in detail.

A convenient way to study the correlations between s
cessive jumps is to considerdirectional correlationsbetween
two jumps separated bym previous jumps by a tagged pa
ticle. To this end, we compute the probability that then
1m)th jump is made to the same@p↑(m)# or to the opposite
direction @p↓(m)#, or to the left @p←(m)# or to the right
@p→(m)# with respect to thenth jump. In the absence of an
directional correlations, all these four probabilities would
equal. Even in the Langmuir gas, however, the exclusion
gives rise to nontrivial back-correlation effects as is evid
from Fig. 3~a!. In our interacting system within the ordere
phases, the directional correlations are further enhance
demonstrated by the results in Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!. They are
clearly dominated byp↓(m) and p↑(m), while the role of
p←(m) andp→(m) is very weak. This is mainly due to th
structure of the ordered phases as demonstrated by the
figuration snapshots in Fig. 1, and also due to the tendenc
the system to form one-dimensional vacancy clusters in
p(232) phase.

To further quantify the directional correlations betwe
two jumps separated bym previous jumps by a tagged pa
ticle, we define

P~u,T,m![p↓~u,T,m!2p↑~u,T,m!, m>1. ~4!

This quantity is closely connected to earlier analytical wo
for the Langmuir gas model,46–51where in the high coverag
limit u→1,

f T
L5

11^ cosf&
12^ cosf&

~5!

is the correlation factor forvacancy diffusion, andf is the
angle between two consecutive single-particle jumps. In
case,̂ cosf&52P(u→1,1). If we assume that the predom
nant memory contribution for tracer diffusion comes fro
the back-correlation between two consecutive (m51)
single-particle jumps, we can generalize Eq.~5! as

f T
appr~u,T!5

12P~u,T,1!

11P~u,T,1!
, ~6!

where P(u,T,1) is now calculated numerically from th
model system in question for all coverages. Results us
this approximation are shown in Fig. 2~b! and they indicate
that f T

appr(u,T) yields a surprisingly good estimate of the tru
correlation factorf T(u,T).

While the results in Fig. 2~b! and Fig. 3 clearly demon
strate the importance of the back-correlation mechani
f
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considering correlations up tom51 only is not adequate fo
a quantitative description of the directional correlation
fects. The behavior ofP(u,T,m) for different values ofm
shown in Fig. 4~a! and Fig. 4~b! illustrates this fact very
clearly. We first observe that the range of memory effect
rather long, and will be analyzed in detail in Sec. III D. W
also find that the directional correlations are most p
nounced in the ordered phases, and in particular in thep(2
31) phase right below the ideal coverageu50.5. There, as
illustrated by the configuration snapshots in Fig. 5, the a
toms are wandering in thep(231) structure which is locally
broken by a few vacant sites. These imperfections are
main reason for the very pronounced memory effect, si
most of the successful jumps that facilitate long-range m
transport take place near the vacancies. After a jump
particle has a strong tendency to return to its previous site
to wander in an effectively one-dimensional~1D! channel
before filling another vacancy site. The situation is very d
ferent rightabovethe ideal coverage. At these coverages,
p(231) structure is almost perfect, and the few addition
adatoms perform almost 1D random walk motion along
channels. These considerations explain the behavior
f T(u,T) aroundu50.5 as shown in Fig. 2~b!, with a mini-
mum just below and a maximum just aboveu50.5.

FIG. 3. ~a! Normalized probabilities~with m51) for a jump
backward (p↓), forward (p↑), to the left (p←), and to the right
(p→) with respect to the reference jump in~a! the Langmuir gas
model, at~b! T5590 K, and at~c! T5460 K. The probabilities
p← and p→ are equal due to symmetry. The critical coverages
first and second order phase transition boundaries are shown
dotted and dashed lines, respectively.
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Other parts of the phase diagram, where the memory
fects turn out to be nontrivial, are the boundaries ofsecond
order phase transitions. Here the memory effects are no
strong as deep inside the ordered phases. As an exampl
consider Fig. 4~b!, whereP(u,T,m) is shown atT5460 K
for two values ofm. In particular,P(u,T,11) shows weak
maxima at phase transition boundaries aroundu50.64 and
u50.80. Close to the boundaries of first order phase tra
tions (u50.12 andu50.45), however, no such effects a
observed.

D. Decay of the directional correlations

To consider the temporal decay of the memory effects
directional correlations, we first define

SP~u,T,k![(
i 51

k

P~u,T,2i 21!, ~7!

which is simply the cumulative sum ofP(u,T,m) for all odd
m.53 For largek, SP(u,T,k) converges to some limiting
value, sinceP(u,T,m) should decay to zero asymptoticall
The time after which the directional correlations die out
related to the decay of the memory function and in

FIG. 4. Results forP(u,T,m) as a function of coverage with
various values ofm at ~a! T5590 K and~b! T5460 K. Note that
the scale for some of the curves has been expanded to clarify
presentation. The critical coverages of first and second order p
transition boundaries are shown with dotted and dashed lines
spectively.

FIG. 5. Representative snapshots of the configurations in
p(231) phase in the O/W~110! system atT5590 K and around
the coverage 0.50. The occupied sites are denoted by filled cir
f-

as
we

i-

d

e

present case it should be of the same order as the onset o
hydrodynamic regimetH , after which the mean-square dis
placement in Eq.~1! is linear in time as required in the de
termination of the true hydrodynamic diffusion coefficie
DT via Eq. ~1!.36 Knowledge of the quantitytH and its de-
pendence on the interactions and coverage has therefore
of relevance in both simulations and experiments.

The qualitative behavior ofSP(u,T,`) shown in Fig. 6
can be understood on the basis of the memory effects
cussed in the preceding section. The large peak just be
u50.5 is due to the high degree of back-correlations, wh
the sharp dip aboveu50.5 indicates much weaker correla
tions.

To determine the quantitytH , we determine the poin
kH , where the cumulative sumSP(k) attains 99% of its
limiting value via SP(kH)50.99SP(`).54 We take tH
5kH /G then to be our operational definition for the onset
the hydrodynamical regime given in units of Monte Car
time steps. The main advantage of using the sumSP(k)
instead ofP(m) is the reduced noise and thus a more prec
determination of the onset. The results fortH are given in
Fig. 7. The strong influence of a second order phase tra
tion boundary aroundu50.37 is another indication of the
importance of critical effects. As far as ordering is co
cerned, its effect is most pronounced in thep(231) phase
where a very prominent peak appears close to the ideal
erage of one-half. In thep(232) phase, the value of the
onset as well as the memory effects in general~see Fig. 6!
are not as large, thus implying that the actual microsco
structure of the adsorbate layer is also important in the ch
acterization of memory effects. Nevertheless, it turns out t
the behavior oftH is dominated by the number of success
jumps viakH , since 1/G also shown in Fig. 7 cannot explai
all features intH . Thus, the quantityG alone, which is easy
to determine from both simulations and experiments, is
fortunately not enough to predict the behavior oftH .

Next, we show results for the actual decay of the dire
tional correlations as a function of the number of jumpsm.
Figure 8 shows the decay ofP(m) at two coverages atT
5590 K. After a crossover period whose width increas

he
se
e-

e

s.

FIG. 6. Results forSP(u,T,`) @defined in Eq.~7!# as a function
of coverage atT5590 K. Note the similar features betwee
SP(u,T,`) shown here andf T(u,T) in Fig. 2~b!. The critical cov-
erages of second order phase transition boundaries are shown
dashed lines.
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with larger values ofkH , we find P(m) to follow a power
law P(m);m2x with an exponentx'1.5. This decay at
intermediate times holds up tom,kH , followed by another,
rather wide crossover region aroundkH . At times beyond
tH , the decay changes to some other characteristic fo
Our best results are consistent with the assumption that

FIG. 7. Results for the onset of the hydrodynamical regimetH

as a function of coverage atT5590 K. The time is given in units
of Monte Carlo time stepstH5kH /G ~see text!. The behavior of the
inverse transition rate 1/G is also shown for comparison purpose
The critical coverages of second order phase transition bound
are shown with dashed lines.

FIG. 8. Representative results for the decay ofP(u,T,m) at ~a!
u50.30 and~b! u50.62 vs the number of successful jumpsm at
T5590 K. Here results with only odd values ofm are shown. The
arrows indicate the onsetkH as determined from a 99.9% criterio
@SP(kH)50.999SP(`)#. The linear full curves are power-law fit
to the data with an exponentx521.5360.01 in both cases. In the
inset of ~b!, we furthermore show the exponential decay and
corresponding fit ofP(u,T,m) at large times.
.
he

asymptotic long-time behavior ofP(m) is governed by an
exponentialP(m);exp(2m/tm) as shown in the inset of Fig
8~b!. However, the nature of the asymptotic decay is ve
difficult to determine accurately.

These observations are consistent with our recent m
general study36 of dynamical correlations, in which we intro
duced a ‘‘memory expansion’’ of the relevant displaceme
correlation functions through which diffusion coefficien
can be computed. This ‘‘memory expansion’’ approach c
be applied to lattice-gas models as well as continuous m
els. In Ref. 36, several different strongly interacting syste
were considered and, in all cases, a power-law decay of
relations between center-of-mass displacements as we
single-particle displacements in the intermediate time reg
was found. The exponentx characterizing this power-law
decay for all the systems studied so far has a value of ab
1.5 and was only weakly dependent on the coverage.
agreement of these results with the present result found
the directional correlation decay is nontrivial, since the tw
approaches are very different. Further studies about the
sible universal nature of memory effects are in progress.55

E. Memory effects in the effective diffusion barriers

A convenient way to analyze the temperature depende
of the diffusion coefficient is to fit it to the activated Arrhen
ius form. In this context, it is often assumed that the effect
activation barrierEA

T for tracer diffusion arises entirely from
the thermally activated nature of a single-particle jump r
G. However, a strong temperature dependence of the co
lation factor f T(u,T) can result in an additional contributio
to EA

T . This is indeed the case in our model system as sho
in Fig. 9, wheref T(u,T) varies rapidly as a function ofT
~note the small temperature difference between adjac
curves!, especially near the optimal coverages 0.5 and 0
of the p(231) andp(232) phases.

To characterize the importance of memory effects in
observed activation barriers, we follow the common pract
in defining the effective tracer diffusion barrierEA

T as the
local slope ofDT in an Arrhenius plot:

ies

e

FIG. 9. Results forf T(u,T) at three different temperatures be
low Tc to illustrate the temperature dependence of the mem
factor. The critical coverages of second order phase transi
boundaries are shown with dashed lines.
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EA
T~u,T![2

]

]~1/kBT!
ln DT~u,T!. ~8!

Similarly we define a jump rate barrierEA
G(u,T) as the local

slope of lnG(u,T) vs 1/kBT. The effective barriersEA
T andEA

G

are shown in Fig. 10~a!, where the influence of critical ef
fects and ordering is again evident. However, despite
qualitative similarity betweenEA

T andEA
G , their quantitative

agreement is not good. This difference is entirely due to
memory effects@see Eq.~2!#.

As shown in Fig. 10~b!, the role of memory effects inEA
T

is most important near phase transition boundaries
within the ordered phases. In these regimes, we find perh
surprisingly that up to about 25–50 % of the effective barr
EA

T comes from the memory contribution, which arises fro
temperature variations inf T ~see Fig. 9!. Even at low cover-
agesu,0.20, the memory contribution to the effective ba
rier EA

T is about 5–20 %, and increases at lower temperatu
where the role of interparticle interactions becomes m
important.56

The explicit relation of the effective barriersEA
G andEA

T to
the microscopic activation barriers remains unclear. Ho
ever, our results allow us to make certain qualitative int
pretations concerning the origin of the effective barrie
First, the distribution of microscopic barriers is typical
very complex,33 thusEA

G at a finite coverage somehow resu
from a complex average of all instantaneous activation b
riers. Furthermore, we find that in the limitu→0, EA

G is
approximately equal34 to the barrier33 EA

W extracted from a
single-particle waiting-time distribution,57 which in turn is
related to the most expensive activation process in tra
diffusion.33 The barriersEA

G andEA
W are approximately simi-

lar also at finite coverages,34 thus studies ofEA
G can provide

information of the limiting activation processes in singl

FIG. 10. ~a! Results for the barriersEA
T and EA

G as determined
around 590 K.~b! The relative contribution of memory effects~via
the quantity@EA

T2EA
G#/EA

T) in the tracer diffusion barrierEA
T . The

critical coverages of second order phase transition boundaries
shown with dashed lines.
e
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particle motion. This is particularly useful in experiment
studies of surface diffusion at finite coverages, where~unlike
the waiting-time distribution! the transition rates are rela
tively easy to measure. What makes the interpretation m
difficult, however, is the fact that in the vicinity of phas
transition boundaries entropic effects lead to rapid tempe
ture variations inG,33 yielding therefore an additional con
tribution to EA

G . In the present work, this effect is slightl
pronounced atu'0.35 and very prominent in the regio
0.67<u<0.81.58 Thus in these regionsEA

G is not directly
connected to any dominating microscopic activation proce
Evidently the behavior ofEA

T , in which the memory contri-
bution is also included, is even more complicated.

IV. RESULTS FOR COLLECTIVE DIFFUSION

We next consider the collective diffusion coefficientDC
as given by the Kubo-Green relation3

DC5j lim
t→`

1

4Nt K U(i 51

N

@rW i~ t !2rW i~0!#U2L [jDc.m., ~9!

whereDc.m. is the dynamic term arising from the center-o
mass ~c.m.! motion, and the ‘‘thermodynamic factor’’j
5^N&/^(dN)2& descibes the particle number fluctuations
the overlayer.3 Again, within the lattice-gas description, on
can write a formally exact decomposition ofDC into differ-
ent contributions as13,15

DC~u,T!5
a2

4
j~u,T!G~u,T! f C~u,T!. ~10!

In analogy to the case of tracer diffusion, setting the c
correlation factorf C[1 corresponds to the DMF theory
with no memory effects included.15,16 This is the case in the
Langmuir gas model with nearest neighbor jumps whereDC
is constant for 0<u<1.59,60 In the presence of direct inter
particle interactions, DMF has been shown to give a v
good approximation of the trueDC since memory effects
arising from the c.m. motion are typically much weaker th
those for tracer particles.15,16

A. Overall behavior of DC

Results forDc.m. andj together with the resulting collec
tive diffusion coefficientDC are shown in Figs. 11~a! and
11~b! for T5590 K and 465 K, respectively. The c.m. an
the thermodynamic contributions are clearly competing, a
it turns out that at low temperatures, the thermodynamic f
tor j dictates the qualitative behavior of the coverage dep
dence ofDC . Similar results for other lattice-gas system
have been found by Dananiet al.26 The most illustrative ex-
ample of this behavior is shown in Fig. 11~b!, where near the
first order phase transition boundariesj has a very dramatic
change at the critical coverages. Near a second order p
boundary, (]m/]u)T→0 and thus the thermodynamic facto
j is expected to diverge at the critical fieldmc .61 Actually
what we see in Fig. 11~b! is only a weak maximum inj and
DC at the second order phase boundary. This is due to
relatively small system sizeL530 that suppresses long
wavelength fluctuations in this case.62

re
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We wish to emphasize that the present case should no
regarded as a generic one. Between the two competing
tors,Dc.m. andj, the dominant one that dictates the covera
dependence ofDC depends on the coverage and the tempe
ture as well as the particular nature of the system. In
temperature regimes of the present study, we find the co
age dependence ofj to be stronger than that ofDc.m., while
for some other systems the situation can be the oppo
This conclusion is supported by experimental results, wh
both local minima and maxima ofDC have been observe
around coverages of fully ordered phases.3,5,28,29,63,64These
two cases correspond to a situation where eitherDc.m. or j
wins, respectively.

B. Coverage dependence off C

We next consider the importance of memory effects in
c.m. motion. Using results forDc.m.(u,T) and G(u,T), we
obtain the collective memory factorf C(u,T) shown in Fig.
12. In the Langmuir gas model, the corresponding mem
factor f C

L (u)[1 for 0<u<1.59 It turns out that the behavio
of f C across the phase diagram is qualitatively similar to t
of f T in Fig. 2~b!. They both have minima at coverages co
responding to the fully ordered phases, although this fea
is much weaker inf C . It is also evident that the memor
effects in the c.m. motion are not of great significan
around phase transition boundaries. In the coexistence p
at 0.12<u<0.45 in Fig. 12~b!, the memory effects tend to
slightly increase with an increasing coverage. The sa
holds true around second order phase transition bounda

We want to emphasize that the dynamics behindDc.m. and
DT are very different. In collective diffusion, the motion o
the c.m. results from the jumps ofdifferent particles at dif-
ferent times. Thus it is clear that the consecutive displa
ments of the c.m. are less correlated than the correspon
displacements of a tagged particle considered in tracer d

FIG. 11. Results forDc.m.,j, andDC at ~a! T5590 K and~b!
T5465 K. The critical coverages of first and second order ph
transition boundaries are shown with dotted and dashed lines
spectively.
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sion, an idea that is in agreement with the results shown
Figs. 2~b! and 12~a!. While the quantityf C may be very
difficult to compute analytically, this observation is very us
ful since the c.m. termDc.m. is thus very well approximated
by the jump rateG. This can be utilized in computational an
experimental work on collective diffusion~for further discus-
sion see Refs. 15,16!.

C. Memory effects in the barrier EA
C

The activation barriers for collective diffusion as e
tracted from the Arrhenius analysis ofDC are shown in Figs.
13~a! and 13~c!. In agreement with the discussion above, w
find the effective barrierEA

c.m. of Dc.m. not to be able to
completely explain the coverage dependence of the effec
activation barrierEA

C for collective diffusion. Instead, the be
havior of EA

C in the present case comes mainly from t
nonactivated, rapid temperature variations inj. The subtle
point concerning the competition betweenDc.m. and j is il-
lustrated even in the framework of the present model syst
in which j does not dominate the behavior ofEA

C in all
situations. Namely, when one crosses the phase trans
boundary between thep(231) phase and the disordered r
gion around 710 K nearu'0.5, the barrierEA

C arises mainly
from temperature variations inDc.m.

33

To quantify the memory contribution inEA
C , we use the

difference betweenEA
c.m. andEA

G . As shown in Fig. 13~b!, the
memory contribution in the c.m. barrierEA

c.m. is typically
about 10% and thus less important but also more com
cated than inEA

T . A more detailed microscopic analysis o
the variation of the memory contribution inEA

c.m. is unfortu-
nately very difficult due to the weakness of the memory
fects. However, the weak role of memory effects in colle
tive diffusion can again be of great use to understanding
experimental data. Namely, it implies thatEA

c.m.'EA
G is valid

to a good approximation, and therefore one can extract
formation of the most expensive single-particle diffusi
processes by studying the temperature dependence ofDc.m.
This is possible, e.g., in Gomer’s fluctuation method.3

e
e-

FIG. 12. Results forf C(u,T) at ~a! T5590 K and ~b! T
5465 K. The error bars are about the size of the symbols.
critical coverages of first and second order phase transition bo
aries are shown with dotted and dashed lines, respectively.
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D. Comparison of EA
C with experimental data

The O/W~110! system is one of the best known adsor
tion systems.3,39 In addition to a vast amount of numeric
simulation data, there are also various experimental stu
of the diffusion coefficient in this system. Concerning t
activation barriers, the most systematic study is by Na
and Gomer,37 who have determined the Arrhenius para
eters for collective diffusion around 500–600 K. The numb
of data points does not allow a thorough comparison w
our work, but let us summarize their main results. The c
barrierEA

c.m. was found to increase at low coverages towa
a maximum of 0.9 eV that appeared aroundu50.40. At
higher coverages, there were just two data points at co
ages of 0.56 and 0.72 that were approximately of equal m
nitude. These results are consistent with our simulation d
in Fig. 13~a!. Thus we conclude that the present model
able to grasp the main features of the dynamic contribu
EA

c.m. As we emphasized before, the ingredients of the th
retical model here consist not just of the lattice-gas Ham
tonian but also of the choice of the transition rate betwe
different configurations. The importance of a proper desc
tion of dynamics becomes particularly clear when our res
are compared with another Monte Carlo~MC! study,27

FIG. 13. ~a! Results for the Arrhenius barriersEA
C for DC and

EA
c.m. for Dc.m. as determined around 590 K.~b! The relative contri-

bution of memory effects~via the quantity@EA
c.m.2EA

G#/EA
c.m.) in the

c.m. barrierEA
c.m. around 590 K@cf. ~a!#, where the full line is only

to guide the eye.~c! Corresponding barriers as determined arou
465 K. The critical coverages of first and second order phase t
sition boundaries are shown with dotted and dashed lines, res
tively.
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whose results for the activation barriers were different. In
model used there,27 the phase diagram consists only of th
p(231) and the disordered phases, and the dynamics
introduced by using the initial value approach. By compar
MD results with various schemes that are commonly used
introduce the dynamics into the lattice-gas model MC sim
lations, we found that the present TDA approach gives
sults that are consistent with MD results, while the init
value dynamics yields results that are qualitatively incorr
in many cases.41

The comparison between theory and experiment of
collective diffusion barrierEA

C , which includes the thermo
dynamic contribution, is a different matter. Experimen
data forEA

C are approximately identical withEA
c.m., thus im-

plying a negligible temperature dependence ofj. Simulation
results presented here as well as previous studies yield
different results. To explain the discrepancy, Nahm and G
mer suggested37 that polaronic effects, which are not in
cluded in the lattice-gas descriptions, could play a role
determiningj. Another explanation is the relatively sma
probe size of about 350 nm2 used in the field emission fluc
tuation experiment that could prevent the observation of
long-wavelength particle number fluctuations which contr
ute significantly toj.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

To summarize, we have studied various aspects
memory effects in a strongly interacting lattice-gas mo
system appropriate for the description of the O/W~110! sys-
tem. We have first determined the coverage dependenc
correlation factors for tracer and collective diffusion and an
lyzed their dependence on ordering and critical effects. F
thermore, we have developed a microscopic picture
memory effects as they appear in tracer diffusion. Our res
based on directional correlations between single-part
jumps clearly show that the back-jump correlation mec
nism gives the leading contribution to the memory effects
tracer diffusion. They also illustrate the important role ord
ing and critical effects play at short-time scales where
memory effects are most pronounced. In this regard, the
memory effects as described by the correlation factors
affected mostly by the ordering of the adlayer, while t
importance of critical effects is best illustrated in the dec
of directional correlations. The decay is characterized b
power law at times prior to the onset of the hydrodynam
regime, while at times beyond the onset, it is exponentia

Besides studying the coverage dependence of memor
fects, we also determined their dependence on temperatu
low temperature ordered phases. This aspect addresse
important question of how large the memory contribution
in the effective barriers extracted from an Arrhenius analy
of experimental data. Within the lattice-gas model, we fi
that the tracer diffusion barrierEA

T contains a prominen
memory contribution arising from temperature variations
the correlation factor. This contribution toEA

T is most pro-
nounced within ordered phases and near phase trans
boundaries, where interparticle interactions are the strong
The contribution to the effective diffusion barrier from
memory effects can be as large as the effective jump
barrier EA

G . For collective diffusion, the memory contribu

d
n-
c-
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tion to the effective barrier is smaller. Nevertheless, th
results imply that only in rare special cases can a bar
extracted from the Arrhenius analysis be directly related
some particular thermally activated microscopic sing
particle process.

Most of the existing theoretical work on diffusion in in
teracting systems concentrates on the overall tempera
and coverage dependence of the diffusion coefficients
numerical simulations it is possible to evaluate the relat
importance of the various physical contributions such as
average jump rate, memory effects, and thermodynamic
fects. In strongly interacting cases with order present,
interplay of all these factors leads to a very complica
overall behavior as demonstrated in the present stu
Among the different factors, the role of the microscop
jump rate is rather well understood theoretically within t
d

S

e
r

o
-

re
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e
e
f-
e
d
y.

framework of the dynamical mean-field theory.15,16Also, the
thermodynamic contribution via particle number fluctuation
is an equilibrium property and has been extensively studi
The memory effect, which is the focus of the present stud
is truly dynamic in origin and the one least understood. Fo
tunately, the microscopic origin of the memory effects ca
now be studied, not only via realistic computer simulation
but also by recently developed experimental techniques s
as scanning tunneling microscopy. Such experimental stud
of memory effects would be most desirable.
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